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Compared to the previous model, installation, 
maintenance and serviceability of the system have 
been greatly enhanced. The new miscea CLASSIC® has 
many exciting new features, such as the handy miscea 
remote control that allows you to effortlessly configure a 
number of settings of your miscea to your own personal 
preferences. This means, adjusting the amount of soap, 
disinfectant or the starting water temperature of your 
miscea CLASSIC® has never been faster or easier! 

 

What’s new? 

Handy remote control 

Adjusting individual settings of the miscea CLASSIC® is easy and can be done any time by using the 
miscea remote control. The handy remote control allows you to easily adjust the amount of soap 
and disinfectant the system dispenses to your personal needs. As well as being able to alter the 
starting water temperature and the water shot-off delay to your satisfaction, you can also switch 
the heartbeat, beep tones or the entire system ‘on’ and ‘off’ with just one handy remote control. 

Quick Release Handles 

The newly developed quick release handles for the refill pouches allows them to be changed even 
easier and faster than before! 

Separate water box and soap box enables more flexible assembling – taking up even less space 
under your sink! 

The practical “click on” system of the soap box and the water box facilitates easy installation, 
minimum maintenance and speedy service work! 

Stronger pumps 

With thicker liquid refill products, the pumping time no longer needs to be adjusted! For questions 
about where to buy our products or questions concerning the use or installation, please contact 
your local miscea sales office here.  
    
 
 


